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REDUCTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE POLLUTION BY NITROGEN OXIDES WHEN BURNING FUEL AT OIL REFINERIES (p. 11)
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At the I.M. Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and Gas and the high-temperature non-catalytic technology of fuel using units combustion gases cleaning from nitrogen oxides using urea as a reducing agent is developed. The process surpasses known analogs in the technical and economic indicators. Efficiency of combustion gases cleaning from nitrogen oxides in industrial conditions reaches 90 %. The developed process was used by authors for a solution of the problem of atmospheric air pollution by oil processing enterprises. As objects for introduction heating furnaces of oil refinery in Haifa (Israel), working at mix of natural gas and fuel oil which are the largest sources of nitrogen oxides emissions were chosen. Results of process introduction are given for 8 heating furnaces of the plant. As a result of cleaning installations introduction emissions of NO were reduced by 70... 90 % that allowed to provide existing standards and to improve indicators of air quality at the enterprise territory.

Key words: atmosphere pollution; fuel combustion; nitrogen oxides; oil refinery; heating furnaces; emission standards; flue gases; non-catalytic cleaning; urea; nitrogen oxides reduction.

PRODUCTION OF HIGH DISPERSITY PLATINUM IN CATALYSTS OF BIFUNCTIONAL TYPE, DESIGNED FOR THE PROCESSING OF EXTENSIVE FRACTION COMPOSITION HYDROCARBON RAW MATERIAL (p. 13)
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The carried out cycle of researches showed that synthesis of marked systems on the base of mixed geteropolyacidic catalysts (GPC) with Keggin modified structure allows to prepare inorganic complexes with ions of platinoids (and other d-metals) stabilized by oxygen environment. Oxidizing-recovery cycles performed in extensive range of temperatures 573...923 K for synthesized system Pt-GPC/Al2O3 prove high structure stability of modified GPC in synthesized marked systems and as a result – preservation of high dispersed (in essence – atomic-dispersed)
state of metals – palladium, platinum, rhenium and others – under above-mentioned temperatures.
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The reaction of CH4 and CO2 conversions in trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) is shown to take place at room temperature and atmospheric pressure and to result in the formation of a various products.

In ranges of MALDI-TOF of the dry rest of methane transformation products peaks of ions weighing 684 and 700 are observed. In a range of a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 1H the signal dry rest relating to a product of reaction wasn't observed. It testifies either to low contents/absence of hydrogen absence in the received high-molecular connection, or to the existence in molecules of the protons product being a part of IT groups and having widened resonant lines. In a range of NMR 13C the in molecules of the protons product being a part of IT groups in the received high-molecular connection, or to the existence transformation in the presence of CO2 doesn't lead to the formation saturated CO2 or CH4 lose oxidizing activity at interaction with methane isn't spent. TFA and its solutions, structure, including C8O13H, C15O30H4, C16O29H8. Lack of signals set of products with various molecular weight and gross – products.

The paper considers reduction techniques for the emissions of toxic substances contained in combustion products of thermal units as well as techniques to improve the efficiency of natural gas use in these units. Environmental parameters for the exploitable pool of gas turbines and new generation of gas turbines normalized to 15 % oxygen content in combustion products are adduced. Thermal and combustible secondary energy resources (SER) and overpressure SER utilization technologies for the gas-transport enterprises are discussed as well. Special attention is paid to the innovative energy-saving technologies based on the development of additional energy by utilizing gas turbines waste gas heat. There is a scheme of the gas-distribution station with «Kriokor» company turbo-expander units with 5 MW nominal capacity allowing to save more than 24 mln m3 of natural gas annually.

Key words: natural gas; emissions; thermal energy; power energy; efficiency; complex units; turbo-expander; combustion products; heat-exchanger.

BIOREMEDIATION OF OIL POLLUTED SOILS WITH THE USAGE OF ORGANIC BIOPREPARATION BIOL (p. 28)
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Laboratory experiments have shown that the biological preparation BIOL which is made on the basis of two amazon plants and oil destructors aboriginal bacterial strain, due to the stimulation of natural microflora, is capable of increasing the rate of decomposition of oil on the average 5.6…6.2 times. In Ecuador territory in experiments provided on industrial cleaning oil-contaminated areas it has been demonstrated that BIOL for one growing season reduces oil contamination of soil by 4.6…8.2 times. Practical recommendations are formulated for the use of BIOL for cleaning of oil-contaminated soils.

Key words: biological preparation; oil destructor bacterial strain; rate of decomposition; natural microflora; oil-contaminated areas; oil-contaminated soils.
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The present paper describes the problem of oil refineries waste water pollution by cyanides. Compounds relating to the class of cyanides are highly toxic and can cause serious harm to the ecosystem, even in low concentrations. Today there is no single-valued data that refineries waste water are the source of cyanides environment pollution, therefore the Russian refinery waste waters were selected for investigation. In the article the results of cyanides concentration level in wastewater after mechanical treatment are given. It was found that the concentrations of cyanide in wastewater, both of Russian and foreign oil refineries exceed the maximum permissible concentrations of discharges into water bodies of different purpose. Treatment technologies overview for cyanides removal from waste water is presented. The necessity of continuous monitoring of this indicator in refineries waste water is justified.

Key words: cyanides; waste water; oil refinery; monitoring; environment.
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Possibility of crude benzene desulphurisation by an oxidizing desulfurization by air oxygen on oxides of transitional metals is shown. The conditions of reaction providing the maximum thiophene oxidation at the minimum loss of benzene are established. 0,75V2O5·0,25MoO3 sample appeared the most active in oxidising desulphurisation. At the temperature 310…320 °C this catalyst has optimum indicators of conversion in comparison with other studied samples. Beginning from 310 °C conversion of thiophene reached 91,8 % mas., therewith the conversion of benzene makes up 7,6 % mas. Influence of molybdenum amount containing in a sample of the catalyst on conversion of benzene and thiophene is established at various temperatures. The role of phase structure of catalysts (1–x)V2O5·xMoO3 is shown at the expense of which optimum conversion of benzene and thiophene is reached. Oxidizing cleaning is characterized as economically and ecologically effective method of hydrocarbonic raw materials processing.

Key words: oxidation; thiophene; benzene; desulfurization; oxides of transitional metals; vanadium; molybdenum; mixed oxides.
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This paper describes the consequences of environmental pollution by oil and gas facilities, as well as the impact of industry major toxicants on the various systems of the human body. On the example of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug (KhMAO) – Yugra quantitatively the magnitude of air, soil and water pollution as a result of oil facilities activity are illustrated. Oil and oil products are some of widely spread and dangerous environmental pollutants. However, despite this fact up to the present issues of migration and transformation of hydrocarbons in the environment remain insufficiently studied. Not having a clear picture of pollutants behavior in space (various environmental objects) and time it is difficult to estimate the contribution of oil and gas industry to the increase in the number of specified diseases of residents of nearby to oil facilities settlements.
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Statistical analysis of the consequences of gas pipeline ruptures is used to obtain an empirical frequency diagram for the sizes of thermal damage zones caused by fire at gas pipelines. Empirical frequency diagrams have one significant flaw: because of the limited amount of experimental data they normally do not have low-probability values (10–3 and lower), which are actually those that are used in legislative documents. Said flaw can be eliminated by selecting a theoretical distribution law that approximates well the empirical frequency diagram and allows to make calculations in the low-probability region. Such theoretical distribution laws include unimodal distributions defined for positive values of argument.

A number of known theoretical distribution laws were used to approximate the empirical frequency diagram. The best theoretical distribution law, that showed the minimal deviation from the empirical frequency diagram in accordance with Pearson criterion, was the gamma distribution.

Key words: ecological safety; gas pipeline accidents; probability; mathematical modeling.
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Probable consequence of oil products supply facilities exploitation is hydrocarbon contamination of adjacent areas and hence the formation of risks of achievement by dangerous components vulnerable or critical objects of nature management, the damaging effects that occur for various conditions on a specific object. Currently there are no integrated methodologies to assess the potential environmental, economic and social damage in the subsurface oil pollution. Organizational and technical measures for detection and liquidation of oil spillages are generalized. Methodical basis for predicting the effects of hydrocarbon fluids distribution are given. The authors have proposed a ball marker scenario-based assessment of soil objects pollution, as well as classification of oil products lenses monitoring systems. The practical significance of methodological approaches is determined by the possibility of assessing and improving the material and technical component of the ecological-reclamation activities.

**Key words:** safety; monitoring; pollution; environment; geological environment; oil products lens; damage effects; risks; damage; rehabilitation.
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Formation of oil-suspended particulate matter aggregates (OSAs) is a natural attenuation process which takes place in the marine waters polluted with oil in the presence of organic-mineral fine sediments. It includes disaggregation of oil slick into the droplets and their encapsulation into organic-mineral shells. The dominating forms of suspended particulate matter in the aquatic environments are organic clay colloids consisting of clays modified with humic substances (HS). The objective of this study was to investigate stabilization of oil-in-water emulsions by clay particles modified with HS of different origin. The obtained results show an opportunity to use artificial humic-clay complexes consisting of soil and coal humic substances sorbed onto montmorillonite particles as effective and potentially environmentally friendly oil spill dispersants.

**Key words:** ecologically safe technologies; oil films; humic substances; clay minerals; stabilization of oil emulsions.
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A short review of microbiological aspects of the technological liquids, chemical reagents and the equipment biodamages; ways, methods and the means of controlling the proceeding undesirable processes of a technical microflora activity during the drilling, muffling and maintenance of oil and gas wells is given. The recommendations for the organizational and the scientific and methodical events realization for increasing the efficiency of the protection from microbienocenosis are given.

**Key words:** technological liquids; chemical reagents; wells equipment; sulphate recovery bacteria (SRB); infection sources; bactericides; methods, ways of protection from microbiocenosis.
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The article is devoted to the study of composition and properties of car washers. The lack of a unified normative documentation for the production of such structures is shown. For samples car washers water content, density and pour point which was compared with the stated were determined. Incorrect use of terminology by manufacturers as well as a discrepancy to environmental requirements were justified. Authors using standard methods of the analysis revealed the availability of high toxic impurities – methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol and fusel oils in randomly selected car washers.

It is shown that there is no relationship between the place of purchase, the product brand, price and quality, so when buying glass washing liquid one can only rely on the recommendations of automobile publications and forums that offer to pay attention to transparency, the presence of sediment, formation of a stable foam when shaken and cans labeling.

**Key words:** low-temperature fluids; car washer; pour point; iso-propanol; n-propanol; methanol; ethylene glycol; ethanol; iso-pentanol; component composition.